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‘ a = . 5 ‘ 5 4 ° H of Some of the following will be rather distasteful to write, but 
v LI really feel I must set the record Straight, both for reasons of 

fairness and accuracy, self-serving though it may appear. 

David Lifton has made no valid original contributions whatever 
regarding observations in the Zapruder film. This may come ag é 
Surprise, because he has made considerable efforts -- end nas b 
eal successful -=- in ES eH Ses 2G) the opposite impression. } 
"Case for Three Assassins" was bas sed, in its Zapruder portions, 
almost entirely on material I gave him. 

in particular he has been widely credited with having 
discovered the 314-315 transposition. It was discovered by me, 
and I informed Lifton about it. On other occasions he haz 
received credit for the co-discovery of phenomena in the Zapruder 
film which he in fact had not hing 0 do with. <= note that he 
recently has been credited with naving originally placed the 
witresses on the Dealy Plaza chart. This, again, was my work 
copies of which were made available to Dave, Life, Esquire, and 
other critics. 

Lifton first contacted me in March of "65, BY Which time, 
working independently, I had completed (and afterward distributed 
to other critics) my hypotheses re the Zapruder film, as follows: 

sis JFK first hit (probably in throat) at 189-190. 

(based on, (a) sudden Lowering of his right hand to 
chin-throat Level immediately thereafter, and, (b) 

| Jackie's sudden turn towards him as determincd py the 
change in her hair-line/hat-line angle.) 

(Lillian Castellano independently arrived at the 
conclusion that a shot had been fired prior to 210. 
She did this by proving that Willis #5 was coincident 
in time with Zapruder 202, and not with 210 as Snaneyfelt 
said. Harold Weisberg also concluded that an early hit 
had been struck -- he feels at 185-186 -- based on his 
interpretation of Zapruder's testimony and Lillian's find.)
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TIC wa 4 ofS —_ 5 | Pan tes ES then x es Geet ae es as oy er = 
wis LC LOr second time at 226-227 -- PLO LY an back. 

a ee : ry a es Pes eA teleyreesebo i= 732 Sites ay SA eee , (based on upward thrust of elbows and nunching of 
Shoulders immediately chereafter) Vince Salandria also 
came to this conclusion. 

N
 JC not yet hit at 232 

(based on fact that his wrist and hand are clevated 
SO aS to preclucc, beyond reasonable doub c, che 
possibility that it had already been shat Te 

I consider 232 to be the most important single dupruder 
frame, for it destroys the Single-bullet theory -- and 
with it the government's case -- all by itself, even if 
no other photographs were available. 

JC struck at 237-238 while turning to his right. 

(based primarily on the sudden dip of his right shoulder 
etween those two frames), 

and that this shot, while obviously coming from the rea 
could not have originated from the TSBD beca use JC's 
back was no longer facing that building by chat CClnt if 
bas. Gurn. 

That the force which hurled JFK's head back and to the 
left after 314 had to come from his righu—-front. 

(Salandria had arrived at the same conclusion, and was 
in print with it in his early Liberation article when I 
was writing up my own hypotheses. Harold Weisberg says 
ne also came to the same conclusion quite early in his 
investigation.) 

(Later, in June, '65, I began to suspect a double-hit to 
the head and Aol quite certain of it by December, “65, 
at which time I had made a we enlarged version of 
my JEK-l1 photo panel. & first wrote about it 
Ramparts in an unpublished letter in June, ‘66, but 

a
 

Lifton -- who was working closely with them at the time 
managed to convince them I was wrong. It first appeare 
in print in my letter in Ramparts in Marcel 167 5)
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fink Thompson and Yarold Weisberg -- both inde sendent in) a a 
came to similar conclusions, although not specifying the 
left-rear as the source of the first head Shot.) ee

, 

4 > 
te That frames 314-315 had been transposed and mislabled in 

Volume 18,.and that only by taking this into account 
(when relying on the x “productions in Vol. 18) could the 
head-motion Following 312 be properly analyzed. 
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(E noted Ehis on my original JPK-1 photo panel in 
ecember, '65, about nine months E 
Leen, he wrote & lecter to Hoova; 

name -- and received a reply co 
of the 314-315 tana 

When £ said Dave made no valid OfLginal contributions 
a4zapruder film, I did not mean that he Made no obsexvations. 

He did arr forth one pdeeea Meteo ae Enact the eiga was hae; 
and resul ang Stress marks thereon were visible in the Z4apruder 

o 4m at mn _ 
& ECanie ae o

y
 I raised a difficulty with this Eneory ac th 

first mentioned it to me: that a shot from the kno 
JPK's héad, hitting the lower=left corner of the si 
4aprucer's position) would indicate i 
in the verticle plane -- a highiy 
marksman worthy of the name. Whit 
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le culty should 
not automatically rule out his theory, I told him a ternate 
possibilities should be considered before he publicly propounded it. 

t ” 34 Dave and ZI then visited a photo-expert who examined the 
Vol. 18 reproductions and stated an alternate hypothesis: that 
the lines were stress marks on the film itself ane not on the sign. 
He felt this was caused by added stress on the film GULING 
projection for several frames following the Overlapping double- 
thickness necessitated by the splice at 208-212. ‘Taken with the 
arorementioned difficulty, ~ felt this hypothesis the more Likely 
fo be correct, and again urged Lifton to hold OE, pending sturcehe: 
study. 

But Dave insisted on pushing on and was able to convince 
Lane of his view, which Lane then began ineluding dim his Lécta 
it also appeared in Lane's Playboy interview and in the panerback 
“Rush to Judgment", 
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When I saw the slides at Gife and at ALC 
irse time, TL was immediately convinced that the vnowoee pnoto- We DIGS. ae te tle > 

theory was correct; the Lines cmanated £xom the sproc tc holes; they 
clearly had the appearance of cracks in the film; and they appeared 
even where the sign did not. 

While this was Lifton's only plausible HypOenetis, Lt 
was by no means his only Giscovery re the Zapruder films < 
EMNG Ox Sther he has also professed to see in them -- and in other 
Pnotos == evidence of tunnel structur S, helicopters flying low 

i e) 
Over tne area, roller coaster strung among the trees, a slatoon of 
Soldiers in uniform, construction equipment behind the fence, Af icL ac 
devices, an ,amphibious tank, @ backward-racing presidential ear, 
papier -mache trees, and elaborate camouflage. [I may nave left 
sone out, and I don't know how many of these he still believes. for 
L haven't heard from him in some time. 

However, Dave has made ory contribution which I bctleve 
not only valid, but of crucial significance, and that, of course 
is his discovery of the images behind tne aaa and tne fence in 
the Moorman photo. I ieee Make iG a2 poimt to give him £427 
ana proper credit for them. (tne corroborating image for 7:2 was 
aiscovered in Willis-5 by Mrs. Ronnie Solomon of Beveriy ii! Sriy Maes. 
ic. SeCevexned) ConVeberedcion- Gor) 75 in Nix fe. 18 =4 he some eeame 
published by Esquire which Itek examined, employing 30 peorle two 
full months and issuing a 55-page report, to destroy Jones Harris' 
stationwagon strawman.) 

Formerly, when I raised questions with Lifton on 
occasions when I felt he had been err roneously credited with my 
work,he acknowledged the Bi

 4 act of my authorship and protested he 
hea@ no idea how the interviewer could have gotten the wrong 
impression. I pointed out this was particularly puzzling in view 
of the fact that interviewers never got a similar wrong Linpregsion 
from me concerning his work -- whether valid images or roiler 
coasters -~ and at any rate, accepting his disclaimers in good 

ith, he had failed to exert cffort to correct the errors. 

ft am sorry to belabor you with this as I am to s»vend 
writing it, but since I have no present intention of further 

woes for publication and since you do, I feel you would want to 
ne necessary information so that proper credit can be given 
CLTIC) CONnEXCLDUEL ONS -



‘Since much of what we write becomes part o1 the record 
Of this case, and because questions of who~-contributed-what 
constitute a not-insignificant part of that record, I think such 
credit 1s important for reesons of historical accuracy, as well as 
legitimate ego consideratioius. 

sincerely, 
4)


